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12. Surveying the hue circle

research in the study of perceptions and attitudes, likes and
dislikes, concepts and meanings.

Of all things color, the color circle — hue circle, to be accurate — is
one that is taught early in our education and referred to most often
by artists. Paul Klee, in his Bauhaus color lecture notes, referred to
the hue circle as the "flat topography of color," and the color circle
has been for two centuries the principal tool that painters use in
color design and paint mixing.

Shepard then used multidimensional scaling to reduce these
dissimilarity judgments into a two dimensional map, where the
distance between colors on the map represents the perceived
difference between the colors reported by the students.
Extraspectral violet or red violet hues were not included in the
selection of colored chips to ensure the mathematical program
would not be induced to find a hue circle by presenting full circle of
colors to the subjects. It found one anyway (Figure 12.1).

We take up a basic question: is there an objectively identifiable
structure inside the hue circle, apart from the triangular and purely
conceptual arrangement of the so-called "primary" colors? Are
there objective ways to divide up the spectrum into primitive or
principal hues? Can these hues be objectively defined? How are the
eighteen hue categories described in Chapter 8 spaced around the
hue circle?
The principles of visual color mixture described in the previous
chapter and the UCS visual mixture space and the CIECAM color
appearance model provide a way to define hues and simulate their
perceptual similarities. We analyze with this method the edge
colors as a spectral series, and from this analysis define what I call
iconic colors that mark the location of specific spectral segments in
color perception. This in turn provides a better understanding of
what artists call warm and cool colors.

An intuitive hue circle
An instructive starting point is to ask how adults arrange colors in
mind. Is some sort of hue circle how people actually think about
colors? Given that the spectrum locus is a horseshoe gaping at an
undefined extraspectral span (Figure 11.13), is a circular
arrangement of hues valid? Is the hue circle intuitive?
The psychologist Roger Shepard approached the question not by
asking observers to name colors but by asking college students to
state a number that describes their judgment of the dissimilarity or
difference between every pair of colors in a set of Munsell color
chips previously matched to the hue of 14 dominant spectral
wavelengths. As noted in Chapter 6, numbers are a familiar value
metaphor to modern adults, so this method of picking a number to
represent a perceptual judgment is a robust way to turn subjective
judgments into data that has been used for over a century of

Figure 12.1 – An intuitive hue circle.
Defined by college students judging the perceived dissimilarity between
spectral color exemplars.

The scaling program accurately recovered the spectral ordering of
hues, as shown by the dominant wavelengths of the colors. And it
approximately retrieves the complementary opponency between
hues in two dimensions. These dimensions identify the color
differences of greatest importance.
The first dimension separates the yellows and reds from the blues
and greens. The second contrast is between green yellow [λ 565]
and violet [λ 400], which is associated with the brightness/lightness
dimension correlated with luminance.
Because the hues are arranged around a common center they can
be indexed by circular angle starting at any arbitrary zero point. In
most color models, this zero point is at extraspectral red, opposite
cyan. But in the intuitive hue circle, the zero point is a poppy
orange [~λ 615] opposite cyan [λ 485].

Hue spacing in legacy color systems
The intuitive hue circle confirms the claim that the perceptual
arrangement of hues is a closed series or continuous curve. But
what about the spacing of hues around this circuit? To judge by the
variation in hue spacing across different color systems, that is not a
settled issue.
Figure 12.2 illustrates this diversity in the hue spacing of four color
spaces presented as concentric hue circles, all aligned radially at the
green wavelength λ 530. Wavelength locations are indicated in
10 nm intervals by black dots, and in 50 nm intervals by gray lines.
The hue circles represent: (1) the UCS chromaticity plane (Figure
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11.13); (2) the XYZ chromaticity plane (Figure 11.3, top); (3) the color
circle (Farbenkreis) of Wilhelm Ostwald, based on his division of the
spectrum into semichromes (spectrum segments bounded at each
end by complementary wavelengths); and (4) the "more practical"
revision of Ostwald's system published by Manfred Richter through
the German Standards Institute (Deutsche Institut für Normung or
DIN) and used mostly in Europe.

Figure 12.2 – Different solutions to hue spacing.
(a) The hue circle in the CIE UCS chromaticity diagram, the CIE XYZ primaries,
the Ostwald Farbenkreis, and the DIN chromaticity plane, all aligned to
optimal green at λ 530. (b) Relative spacing of unique hues in the four color
spaces.

The four hues highlighted in Figure 12.2a as colored circles —
extraspectral red (c. λ 490), monochromatic yellow (λ 570), green
(λ 515) and blue (λ 470) — are Ewald Hering's elementary hues, now
called unique hues (p. xx). The locations of these four standard
hues are helpful to show the diversity of spacing solutions, but they
also describe the hue circles according to an influential theory of
color relations.
In Hering's conception, the four hues should be placed at
perpendicular locations around the hue circle. But Figure 12.2b
shows, as schematic stick figures, that none of the four color
spaces reproduces this equal spacing. Only the UCS color space
comes close, although the red is out of place. The XYZ places red,
green and yellow in correlated contrast to blue, suggesting a
dichromatic opponency.
One feature useful to characterize color spaces is the angular span
of the extraspectral hues. The hue circle projected into the UCS
chromaticity space allocates just one fourth or 90º of the hue circle
to the extraspectral hues. In contrast, the extraspectral segment in
the XYZ space is almost half again as large (130º), more than one
third of the hue circumference.
But the major difference across the color systems is in the span of
hues from yellow to the spectrum limit at λ 700. In the XYZ space
these hues comprise only 40º of the hue circle, but the DIN system
spreads them over three times that span, 120º. The UCS and DIN are
comparable in that the green to red hues are approximately
opposite, but the UCS yellow to red span is significantly smaller,
75º. The increase in the span of yellow to red hues from the XYZ
space to Ostwald and DIN is very large, and illustrates that the span
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of reds and yellows can be increased by compressing the span
allotted to greens — a key point repeated later in this chapter.
Finally, there are significant differences in the angular compression
of wavelengths at the spectrum ends, for example between the
XYZ and Ostwald hue circles. This appears to be motivated by the
desire for finer hue discriminations in the orange to red hues, which
is of course part of the expansion of the yellow to red span.
What about the complementary hue relationships across the hue
circle? This depends on the hues we compare. The gray arcs in
Figure 12.2a indicate the difference, within each system, between
the points directly opposite the two spectrum ends (at λ 400 and
λ 700) and their nominal complementary wavelengths at around
λ 490 and λ 565 (Figure 8.12). The XYZ, UCS and Ostwald systems
are similarly accurate and the discrepancies relatively small —
about the same as those produced by a change in the illuminant
used to define the color space (cf. Figure 8.10). However, the
complement to λ 450 (violet blue) differs by 25 nm across the four
models from yellow to yellow orange, and the complement to
green at λ 530 varies from unique red in DIN to an extraspectral
mixture between violet red to violet in the other three models.
Clearly, complementary colors do not provide a consensus spacing
of hues, especially when it comes to the green contra extraspectral
alignment.

Hue spacing in CIE models
Depending on the application, any of these four systems can be
used as the basis for a hue circle. But given the diversity of existing
systems, I think it is instructive to build the hue circle from scratch
using the Stiles & Burch 10º colormatching functions. The principal
motive is to make each step in the process explicit: many color
systems are vague about the procedures used to construct them.
The initial step is to adopt the Optical Society of America's Uniform
Color Space as the benchmark color space. Described in Chapter 16
(p. xx), the OSA UCS is probably the most painstakingly researched
and finely crafted color space yet developed, and is considered
among the most accurate of the technical color spaces.
However, the OSA UCS is not widely used for a variety of reasons,
and is not intended to represent color appearance. These
constraints suggest using one of the CIE models instead.
Nathan Moroney developed a set of marker colors that are
uniformly spaced lines of constant hue, across equal increments of
chroma, over planes of constant lightness in the OSA UCS. We can
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project these marker colors into a CIE color space to examine how
closely the CIE and OSA color spaces correspond in the radial
spacing of "hue slices" or planes of constant hue.

Figure 12.3 – Evaluating color spaces.
(top) Scales of constant hue, increments of equal chroma on three lightness
levels (L* = 40, 60 and 80) defined in the OSA Uniform Color Space,
projected into three CIE color spaces under the E illuminant.

Figure 12.3 projects these color markers into the CIE color industry
standard CIELAB, the 1976 UCS chromaticity diagram (in the form
of CIELUV), and the CIE color appearance model CIECAM. To
identify the colors associated with these radial hues, six iconic
colors are included to represent the hues orange (O), yellow (Y),
green (G), cyan (C), blue (B), and magenta (M), along with two
markers for the spectrum ends, red (R) and violet (V). (These iconic
colors are developed later in this chapter.)
In all three CIE systems, many of the lines of constant hue are
approximately straight, indicating that hue does not change with
chroma; are evenly angularly spaced, indicating that the hue circle
is uniformly divided; and are stacked along the same hue angle,
indicating that hue is constant across levels of lightness. However,
in CIELAB there is significant distortion in the blue and violet hues,
including compression at the spectrum limit (between B and V);
there is also a significant difference in the chroma spacing between
the dark valued and light valued color targets and erratic spacing of
the iconic colors, among other flaws. These features don't detract
from the utility of CIELAB as an industrial color specification system
but it is clearly unsuited for our purposes.
The UCS chromaticity diagram (as CIELUV) significantly reduces the
distortion in the blue hues, and shows a strikingly regular ~60º
spacing of the six iconic colors, exactly identifying three principal
dimensions of complementary hue contrast: O/C, Y/B and G/M. But
CIELUV is limited by the compression of hues at the spectrum ends
(indicated by the close spacing of B with V and O with R) and the
differences in hue spacing across differences in lightness or value.
CIECAM solves the curvature of constant hue lines in the blue hues
and consistently aligns the hues across lightness levels. It also
produces a nearly regular octagonal spacing of the iconic colors
with extraspectral red (R) and violet (V), expanding the spectrum
ends by greatly increasing the separation between O and R and B
and C. Now there are four complementary dimensions, and these

are characteristic of the complementary hue contrasts in pigment
mixtures — R/C (red/cyan), O/B (orange/blue), Y/V (yellow/violet)
and G/M (green/magenta). Best of all, CIECAM matches the hue
angles of the OSA UCS marker hues overlaid in red, with the
exception of the hue angles between orange and magenta.
With the exception of part of the yellow to red range (a recurring
theme, as we will see), CIECAM reproduces the regularities of the
OSA uniform color space and retrieves the appropriate
complementary hue oppositions. The UCS and CIECAM provide a
spacing of hues within the separate domains of light mixture and
material or object colors. I adopt them each for those purposes.

CIECAM wavelength markers
The logical next step is to follow Grassmann's lead and determine
the spacing of monochromatic wavelengths around the hue circle.
For this purpose, we need standardized color stimuli for each
wavelength. The 10º Standard Observer and the method of creating
optimal colors detailed in Chapter 9 and Figure 11.3 provide the
resource.
Figure 12.4 – Trace of the luminance and saturation of 71 nm optimal
windows.
Shown in the optimal color luminance map (p. xx). Saturation is traced by
the white curve, luminance by the red. Edge colors are indicated by cyan and
yellow curves. The six iconic colors are indicated for reference.

Wavelengths were represented as optimal colors with a window
71 nm wide that moves across the entire visible spectrum from
λ 400 to 700. These synthetic stimuli reflect a compromise between
an optimal window large enough to be sufficiently luminous at the
spectrum ends and in extraspectral mixtures and sufficiently
narrow to produce reasonably saturated stimuli across the greens
(cf. Figure 16.13). By selecting the wavelengths from λ 365 to
λ 735 from the full set of Stiles & Burch 10º colormatching functions,
the extraspectral mixtures can be represented with the same 71 nm
window. Thus, the most extreme orange red optimal color (median
wavelength λ 700) is defined as λ 665 to λ 735; the most extreme
blue (median wavelength λ 400) is λ 365 to λ 435. The extraspectral
mixtures are simulated by treating the wavelengths λ 735 and λ 365
as adjacent and stepping the window over this join. This yields 371
optimal color wavelength markers: 301 spectral and 70
extraspectral mixtures.
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The optimal color map in Figure 12.4 shows that the saturation of
these 71 nm windows varies across the visible spectrum by a small
amount (from S = 72 to 96, white curve), with two minimum points
around λ 490 (cyan) and λ 575 (yellow). The luminance of the
optimal colors (red curve) varies quite a lot, from L* = 6 at the
spectrum ends to 84 at the spectrum center. There is also a
separation in the iconic colors: O, G, C, and M have comparable
medium luminance; in contrast Y is close to white and B to black.

Figure 12.5 – The wavelength hue circle in CIECAM.
Defined by 70 nm optimal colors under the E illuminant, indexed by the
median wavelength of reflectance.

Figure 12.5 presents the spacing of these 370 optimal colors
projected onto the CIECAM ab plane, along with the iconic colors
and the three part division of the spectrum identified in Chapter 1.
Overall, the spectral hues cover 250º of the hue circle and the
extraspectral hues, from red to blue violet, comprise nearly one
third. Hue discrimination or the spacing between hue markers
collapses almost entirely at both spectrum ends, but at the red end,
where wavelengths from around λ 650 to the spectrum end are
indistinguishable when presented at equal brightness; and narrows
noticeably across the greens. This is the basic pattern we expect
from a mixing triangle chromaticity diagram (Figure 8.2). The
spacing of hues aligns red and violet about 5 nm to 10 nm distant
from their empirical complementary hues at around λ ~490 and
λ ~560. Figure 12.5 indicates that both these complements are
actually extraspectral mixtures.

Figure 12.6 – The wavelength hue circle in UCS.
Defined by 70 nm optimal colors under the E illuminant, indexed by the
median wavelength of reflectance.

This CIECAM spacing of wavelengths is the standard hue circle I
adopt going forward for material colors. But I emphasize again that
color experience is adaptive and the color space is continually
transforming in response to the luminous qualities of real space,
including our methods of measurement. We obtain a different
spacing of the wavelengths around the hue circle if we use a wider
or narrower window to define the optimal colors. For example, a
window that is 110 nm rather than 70 nm wide will increase the
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span of the extraspectral hues by more than 20º of hue angle. We
also obtain a different spacing of hues under a different illuminant
and in different color spaces. Amid this variability, we still require a
uniform, consistent reference for exploring color. The UCS and
CIECAM under the E illuminant serve this purpose better than any
alternatives currently available.

Edge colors
Moving a fixed optimal window around a 370 nm wavelength
circuit does not simulate the dynamic aspect of color vision, but
there are other optimal colors that do: the edge colors described in
Chapter 9 (Figure 9.8).
The edge colors produce a discrete signature in color experience,
recognizable in prisms and other refractive material (Figures 8.7
and 10.8). This is the characteristic red to yellow and violet to cyan
fringes and their pairing on opposite sides of a contrast area. The
edge colors are dynamic in the sense of being linked as hues that
appear together, but also because they appear in many forms of
refracted contrast. Edge colors are best displayed by viewing a
black and white pattern through a prism (Figure 12.7a) where they
will adorn every contrast edge with a blue or orange chromatic
fringe.
Edge colors have been of recent interest in the color literature as a
significant feature of a color space, but apart from discussions of
chromatic aberration it hasn't been clear what that significance is.
Fortunately, optimal colors can simulate the ideal form of edge
colors, and this provides a way to explore the role of these familiar
color fringes in our subjective sensations of hue.

Figure 12.7 – Simulating edge colors with optimal colors.

Simulating the edge colors
Figure 12.7b summarizes the procedure. Start with the single limit
wavelength from the end of the spectrum (λ 700), and locate it in
the CIECAM color space using the Stiles & Burch 10º colormatching
functions. Then take the next adjacent wavelength (λ 699), add it
to the first, and locate this mixture in the color appearance space
CIECAM. Proceed in this way, adding consecutive wavelengths to
those already selected and locating the mixture in CIECAM, until
the total mixture is an equal energy white. This makes the long
wavelength edge colors. Proceed in the same way, starting at the
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opposite end of the spectrum, to produce the short wavelength
edge colors. This construction procedure, summarized in
Figure 12.6b, creates two series of 300 optimal colors, plus two
copies of equal energy white (E).
We can project these 600 SPDs into the UCS chromaticity diagram
in order to evaluate the progression of the colors. We find that they
appear as two distinct arcs rooted in the red and violet ends of the
spectrum locus (Figure 12.8):

Figure 12.8 – Orange and blue edge colors in the UCS and the edge circuit
in CIELUV.

• Adding orange, green and blue to the red end of the spectrum
produces the orange edge series from orange red to green
yellow across the long wavelength half of the spectrum.
• Adding blue, green and orange to the violet end of the
spectrum results in the blue edge series from blue violet to
green blue (cyan) across the high energy half of the spectrum.
In the UCS, the two hue series eventually join at white to form a
leggy and asymmetrical "M" shaped figure. The orange series is
straight across most of its length, then is inflected sharply at
yellow; the blue series forms an elegant and continuous curve.
However, each series enters the white point at the hue angle
complementary to the opposite spectrum end.
The two series of hues display a pseudo dichromatic response in
the eye, the hues that result when most of the luminous power is
coming from one end of the visible spectrum rather than the other.
All SPDs with more radiant power in the high energy half of the
spectrum will appear to have a hue within the blue series; those at
the low energy end adopt a hue within the orange series. Note that
adding power from the green segment will augment both the blue
or orange series.
Each series includes a continuous span of edge colors that produce
the peak chroma possible for their median wavelength or hue
angle. The extent of these spans depends on which color space
defines the chromaticity, and again the series are not symmetrical.
In the UCS (Figure 12.8) the orange edge colors extend along the
spectrum locus up to an SPD with an edge at around λ 570, which
produces a yellow hue. In the blue series the most saturated hues
are limited to an SPD edge at around λ 450, a blue violet. The blue
series also leaves the spectrum locus sooner and becomes less

saturated as it grows brighter. In contrast, the orange series
remains near peak saturation from orange red through yellow
across a lightness span from 34 to 89. And both edge series show a
continuous increase in brightness or lightness, from very dark near
the spectrum limit to peak luminance around white (Figure 12.7d).
In the edge colors hue, lightness and chroma are tightly related.

The edge color circuit
A unique feature of the UCS is that weighting the coordinates of
each target color according to its measured lightness will project
the Y'u'v' color space into a different optimal color surface, the
CIELUV color space of material colors (Figure 12.8).
In material colors, the SPDs of the extreme edge colors are quite
dark and therefore, as a reflectance profile in object colors, are
indistinguishable from black. Black occupies a location in color
space directly below the white point, which fuses the dark ends of
the edge series, again at a square angle, to transform the M into a
chromaticity "figure 8".
This continuous circumference is the edge color circuit, and in
material colors is best evaluated in CIECAM (Figure 12.9). Here the
optimal color surface, the outline of peak chroma or saturation
around the hue circle, forms a blockish, nearly square chromaticity
gamut in material colors that is supported at two opposing corners
by the orange and blue edge colors.

Figure 12.9 – Edge color circuit and Iconic colors in CIECAM.
The orange and blue edge colors projected onto CIECAM ab plane with
wavelength increments around a hue circle. Inserted are the six iconic colors
plus extraspectral red and violet, the CIECAM chromaticity gamut (optimal
color surface), the span of peak chroma within each series (orange and blue
arcs), and first order Fraunhofer lines.

Both series begin near black and, as wavelengths are added, the
series increase in both lightness and chroma along the hue angles
of the spectrum limits (32º red and 288º violet). When the edge
color window is about 125 nm wide in the orange or 85 nm wide in
the blue, this pattern of color change alters: within a high level of
chroma, the color increases in lightness and begins its progress
across hues. This part of the circuit includes the band of peak
chroma where the edge colors lies on the chromaticity gamut.
These bands are placed in nearly exact opposition
(complementarity) across the CIECAM hue circle. Once the hue
reaches green yellow or green blue, the hue progression stops, the
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colors rapidly lose chroma and the lightness plateaus at the same
level as the equal energy white. This change occurs at
approximately hue angle 110º (λ 565) in orange and 195º (λ 490) in
blue.

Figure 12.10 – CIECAM chroma (C) and lightness (J) of edge colors, by hue
angle.

This "up, across and down" pattern is easier to see when the
CIECAM chroma of the edge color circuit is plotted against hue
angle (Figure 12.10). The four radial lines are almost vertical and
slightly ambiguous as to hue angle. I place them at the hue angle
where lightness is J = 5, about the lowest lightness where any
material chromaticity can be distinguished from black. Again, these
specifics are somewhat judgmental in addition to depending on the
choice of illuminant and color space.
When we add the matching values of CIECAM lightness (green
curve), there is a nearly linear relationship between hue angle and
lightness in the orange and blue segments. In the orange series, as
hue angle increases lightness also increases; in the blue series,
increasing hue angle means decreasing lightness.
The first order Fraunhofer lines are added for comparison with
Grassmann, who was the first to apply wavelength calibration to
Newton's color circle (Figure 10.6). The color of the D or sodium
lines may be familiar as the color of sodium vapor lights used briefly
as outdoor street and parking lot illumination. The E or iron line is a
perfect exemplar for iconic green, and the F or hydrogen-beta line
is a perfect exemplar for cyan.
The reasons for the radial departure from black and return to white
are simple. The darkest edge colors simply add wavelengths across
the two end spans of the visible spectrum, roughly 650 to 700 nm
and 400 to 450 nm, where monochromatic lights imperceptibly
change hue with wavelength. Edge colors within this span increase
in luminance but do not change hue. The return to white in the blue
series occurs because λ 565 is approximately the wavelength
complementary to the violet spectrum end. All wavelengths from
yellow to red added to the edge color beyond this point are
complementary to one of the wavelengths from violet blue to
green blue already in the mixture, so the added wavelengths only
produce increasing amounts of white light. The same logic applies
to the orange series once the added wavelengths go below λ 490.
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The iconic colors
The edge colors illustrate why the two wavelengths at λ 490 and
λ 565 define the color limits of the orange and blue edge colors and
naturally divide the visible spectrum into three nearly equal parts. It
is not because these are the complementary colors of the arbitrary
spectrum limits. Wavelength spacing collapses at the spectrum
limits and monochromatic lights do not change in hue at the
spectrum ends, so changing the spectrum limit has very little effect
on the location of these spectral landmarks. They limit the edge
colors because the mark the point where complementary (white
forming) wavelengths begin to be added to the edge color series.
If we add up all the wavelengths within these three segments and
present the mixture as a homogenous stimulus to the standard
observer, we produce three optimal colors I will call iconic orange
(O), iconic green (G) and iconic blue (B). We then can combine two
of these segments to form three additional iconic colors — iconic
yellow (Y = O+G), iconic cyan (C = G+B) and iconic magenta (M =
O+B). As noted in Chapter 9 (Figure 9.13), the iconic colors O and Y
lie in the orange edge series and C and B are in the blue series.
Figure 12.11 summarizes these relationships between the spectrum
segments and these six iconic colors.

Figure 12.11 – The six iconic colors.
The visible spectrum is first divided at λ 490 and λ 565 into three segments;
these three segments and their three pairwise combinations form the six
iconic colors orange (O), yellow (Y), green (G), cyan (C), blue (B) and
magenta (M). Red (R) and violet (V) are formed by symmetrical mixtures of
O and B.

Because optimal colors must produce perfect reflectance in their
reflecting parts, the reflectance distribution of an iconic white (W)
must be the equal energy illuminant (E). Iconic black (K) is then the
spectral profile of total absorption at every wavelength. Like the
other iconic colors, W and K are idealized SPDs. White can be
closely matched by compacted powders of barium sulfate (BaSO4),
magnesium oxide (MgO) or titanium dioxide (TiO2), the most
common materials chosen to calibrate the "white" of
spectrometers. Even gypsum (plaster of paris) has been found to
be serviceable. Carbon (soot) is an effective black, and Vanta
("vertically aligned nanotube array") blacks, a form of carbon
velvet that absorbs 99.97% of incident light, the closest material
known to a pure black. The six iconic colors are far too saturated to
be produced in material colors, but can be simulated in lights.
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Six iconic colors
iconic
color

hue
category

λ limits

CIECAM
hue angle
median λ J
UCS CIECAM

[violet spectrum limit]

400

B: blue

violet blue

400 to 490

453

C: cyan

green blue

400 to 565

485

[cyan mixture limit]
G: green

green

273º

288º

25

260º

249º

77

202º

205º

188º

195º

140º

145º

93º

110º

490
490 to 565

528

70

[yellow mixture limit]

565

Y: yellow

green yellow

490 to 700

570

103

81º

104º

O: orange

yellow orange

565 to 700

605

71

23º

65º

6º

32º

321º

337º

[red spectrum limit]
M: magenta

red violet

700
O35: B35*

c.515

74

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------arbitrary mixture colors:
R: red
V: violet

red

O55:B15*

c.490

65

7º

17º

violet

O15: B55*

c.565

40

275º

292º

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

135 nm), iconic yellow vs. iconic blue (210 nm vs. 90 nm) and, the
most extreme contrast, iconic magenta vs. iconic green (225 nm vs.
75 nm). For these unequal segments to form a complementary
white mixture, the greater brightness of the larger segments must
be offset by the greater tinting strength of the smaller, darker
segments — in particular, as the contrast between iconic yellow
and iconic blue.
Figure 12.12 locates the six iconic colors in the UCS chromaticity
diagram, which shows the relationships among the spectral
segments on or very close to the spectrum locus (O, G and B) and
the straight lines that trace their intermixture. Both cyan C and
magenta M are shifted away from blue B, indicating that blue has a
higher tinting strength in light mixtures. In contrast, the material
primary colors cyan, magenta and yellow Y have very similar
saturation and form an equilateral mixing triangle. As we expect, all
complementary mixing lines meet at the equal energy white point
(E). This triangular gamut is the actual form of Cal McCamy's
"primary hue circle," which is just the hexagonal hue scheme as old
as Harris and Goethe.

Figure 12.12 – Iconic colors in UCS.
Complementary relations between the six iconic colors in the UCS
chromaticity diagram.

achromatic colors:
W: white

illuminant E

400 to 700

—

—

—

—

K: black

—

—

—

—

—

—

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------All colors evaluated in UCS or CIECAM under the E illuminant.
*The luminance proportions of optimal orange (O) and optimal blue (B) that produce the
extraspectral R and V are approximately 80% and 20% (56 and 15 on a base of 71).

The table Six iconic colors summarizes the hue category,
wavelength limits, median wavelength, CIECAM lightness (J) and
hue angles of these spectral markers in UCS and CIECAM. I refer to
these as iconic colors because they stand for the color appearance
produced by a limited and clearly defined spectrum segment and
therefore locate their specific spectral content in any color space or
hue circle. They are readily duplicated in other color models using
any set of colormatching functions and choice of spectrum limits.
They can be recreated in experimental situations by suitable
presentation of equal energy lights with matching wavelength
spans.
The table also shows that complementary colors match wavelength
spans of very unequal size: iconic orange vs. iconic cyan (165 nm vs.

The optimal colors standardize a visually sensible interpretation of
the spectrum structure that goes back to Arthur Schopenhauer's
On Vision and Colors (1842). But the most compelling argument for
using these iconic colors as colorimetric benchmarks is that they
have been "rediscovered" several times in the color research
literature:
• Lighting engineer William Thornton searched for three prime
colors that would provide the best "white" illuminant and the
most faithful color rendering in fluorescent lighting with
optimal energy efficiency; he found them around λ 447, λ 541
and λ 604.
• Psychologist Jozef Cohen applied a powerful mathematical
method (singular value decomposition without dimensional
rotation) to extract a trio of primary colors that emerges in the
same form from any set of color matching functions based on
any set of three primary lights. (See Supplemental Materials 4:
Chromaticity and prime colors). The peak wavelengths of these
fundamental color stimuli are around λ 445, λ 533 and λ 598.
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• Psychologist Jim Worthey used the same form of dimensional
extraction with rotation to identify three peaks in an equal
energy source at around λ 445, λ 525 and λ 608.

(Figure 8.13). It seems reasonable to adapt these divisions to
describe material and object colors as well.

• Anthropologist Kim Romney and colleagues applied the same
mathematical procedure to reflectance data for the Munsell
target colors and identified peaks in the reflectance variations
at around λ 445, λ 530 and λ 600.

18 material hue categories in CIECAM hue angle order

• Robert Pridmore made an extensive analysis of color mixtures
in complementary relations and identified three peaks of
maximum saturation at around λ 442, λ 529 and λ 613.
The averaged values of these wavelengths across the five separate
investigations are λ 445, λ 532 and λ 605, an average discrepancy of
about 4 nm with the optimal values in the table. This is well within
method and measurement error.
By using Standard Stan to interpret the incremental areas under
the XYZ colormatching functions we simulate the edge colors
directly in CIECAM and in UCS. Using the edge color circuits to
locate two divisions within the visible spectrum, we create three
spectrum segment colors and three compound or pairwise colors,
one of which is extraspectral. These six iconic colors, born out of
the edge colors, are the repeatedly verified foundation of color
experience.

Iconic colors and material hue categories
If we take the next step and attempt to transform a survey of the
hue circle into the definition of hue categories, we embark on a
perennial mischief.
It's an essential errand because we need a standard way to define
or describe material colors. This realization crystallized in the late
18th century with the innovation of trade catalogs and swatch
books necessary to communicate commercial color selections in
fabrics, architectural paints and wallpapers, or to describe with
scientific precision the colors of geology, botany, entomology,
chemistry and medicine. The problem is that there are countless
ways to do it, as Figure 12.2 implies.

Spectral and material hues
The tables 18 hue categories in wavelength order (p. xx and Figure
8.12), and 18 hue categories in UCS hue angle order (p. xx and Figure
9.16) document a hue categorization based on the appearance of
monochromatic lights or the hues apparent in the visible spectrum

Symbol

Hue label

Approximate hue angle
start central end

Concordance
NCS
Munsell

OR

orange red

21

27

31

Y90R

7.5R

RO
O
YO

red orange
orange
yellow orange

31
41
53

36
47
60

41
53
67

Y70R
Y50R
Y30R

10R
2.5YR
5YR

OY
Y
GY

orange yellow
yellow
green yellow

67
83
98

75
90
106

83
98
113

Y10R
G90Y
G70Y

10YR
5Y
10Y

YG
G
BG

yellow green
green
blue green

113
135
164

121
150
177

135
164
190

G40Y
G10Y
B80G

5GY
2.5G
10G

GB
B
VB

green blue
blue
violet blue

190
215
238

203
226
250

215
238
261

B40G
B
R80B

7.5BG
7.5B
5PB

BV

blue violet

261

271

282

R70B

7.5PB

––––––––––––-––-–––––– extraspectral hues ––––––––--––-––––––––––
V
RV

violet
red violet

282
304

292
316

304
336

R60B
R50B

10PB
7.5P

VR
R

violet red
red

336
7

357
17

7
21

R30B
R10B

5RP
2.5R

––––––––––––-––-–––––– iconic colors ––––––––--––-––––––––––
O
Y
G
C
B
M

iconic orange
iconic yellow
iconic green
iconic cyan
iconic blue
iconic magenta

65
104
145
205
249
336

––––––––––––-––-–––––– achromatic colors ––––––––--––-––––––––––
W
g
K

white
gray
black

J =>95
J = 50
J =<10

However, the partitive way we use color distinctions arises
primarily in relation to the environment of physical objects. The
global, consensual and economically consequential nature of object
color naming is possible because object colors, not spectral hues,
are the foundation of hue conception. We don't get object color
names such as lemon yellow, grass green, indigo blue or rose red by
any reference to lights or wavelengths. We learn and use color
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terms almost entirely in the realm of scattering objects and
materials. The color discriminations that matter are the color
differences we see in matter.
Much of our color experience involves artificial, manufactured
colors. Because pigments and dyes are used in nearly every
economic activity, the economic and social imperatives behind
pigment innovation assure that pigments attain the highest hue
purity practicable in materials. They justifiably represent the
colorimetric volume that natural and artificial materials can
produce.
I adapted the spectral hue categories to materials by matching
spectral wavelengths between Figure 8.12 and Figure 12.9, then
confirm the correspondence through pigment color appearances.
This assumes that pigments do represent the full hue range and
approximate chroma limits of the material color space, and that
spectral hue sensations are the quiddity of material hues. The
pigments in turn link to traditional or currently standard hue
categories that represent a conventional color naming by artists
and art materials manufacturers and the generic color descriptions
of pigment manufacturers and retailers since the late Middle Ages.
The venetian red used by artists today is the same hue of red the
Venetians sold to Raphael and Titian.

Figure 12.13 – 18 material hue categories located on the UCS and CIECAM
hue circles.
The material hue categories located by a 71 nm optimal window centered on
the median category wavelength. Wavelengths of matching hue angle in
UCS and CIECAM indicated at λ 423, λ 486 and λ 536.

The table 18 material hue categories in CIECAM hue angle order
(p. xx) presents the approximate hue angles of these material hue
categories defined in the CIECAM ab chromatic plane. The hue
category centers were represented by the 71 nm optimal windows
that determined the wavelength locations in Figure 12.9; the "start"
and "end" category limits are simply the midpoint between
adjacent categories. To enhance their low luminance, extraspectral
hues were produced as mixtures of iconic orange and iconic blue.
Note that material pigments and the synthetic optimal colors, and
the optimal colors and wavelengths, are equated through hue
angle only and disregard the sometimes very large differences
between them in hue purity and luminance.

Color sensation
A theme of this book is that we can learn more about color by
comparing one color representation to another than we do by
accepting any one version of color as canonical. In that spirit, Figure
12.13 presents the 18 material hue categories projected onto hue
circles in CIECAM and UCS. The iconic colors and extraspectral
mixtures locate the eight basic hues red, orange, yellow, green,
cyan, blue, violet and magenta.
Comparing the basic colors between UCS and CIECAM reveals a
specific pattern in the modality difference between surfaces and
lights. There are three wavelengths in the spectrum where the
same 71 nm optimal window has an identical hue angle in UCS and
CIECAM, indicated in Figure 12.13 by white dots at λ 423, λ 486 and
λ 536. This verifies that the angular span of the hue circle occupied
by the hues from green (G) to blue violet (BV) is the same, about
140º, regardless of appearance mode. This applies also to CIECAM
and OSA UCS, where the span from λ 400 to λ 530 is identical.
Within this span, CIECAM redistributes the hues across hue angle
by expanding the compressed hues at the blue end of the
spectrum.
In contrast, the hues within the red (R) to yellow green (YG) span
are unfolded in CIECAM by a much larger amount. The dashed lines
bracket this area of the hue circle, and highlight the 40º shift in the
yellow (Y) hue category toward green. This shift is produced by
drastically reducing the separation between the yellow green (YG)
and orange yellow (OY) hues, while greatly increasing the spacing
from yellow orange (YO) to red (R). The hue spacing is more evenly
distributed and there is clearly a much greater discrimination across
the red to orange hues, but the green yellow (GY) category is
crushed into a narrow scope.
This shift is fundamental, because it produces a realignment of
complementary hues: yellow (not green yellow) is now the
complement of blue violet; orange (not yellow) is the complement
of blue, and red (not orange) is the complement of green blue
(cyan) — again, while holding the green to blue violet hue span of
the hue circle constant.

Atlas color
Next we evaluate the 18 material hue categories as material color
samples to verify the mapping of spectral into material hues. Both
the Pantone Munsell Book of Color and the Swedish Institute for
Standards Natural Color System Atlas 96 document their target
colors with the XYZ colormatching functions, and these values can
be projected into a common color space with the 18 material hue

Surveying the hue circle
categories. Figure 12.14a presents an approximate cross matching
reference for hue slices in both NCS and Munsell as nested hue
circles on the CIECAM ab plane. The best matches to the hue
categories in NCS and Munsell are listed as a concordance in the
previous table.
The centroid of each atlas hue slice is found as the average hue
angle of the 10 highest chroma exemplars within a chroma C ≤ 14 in
Munsell or chromaticness C ≤ 70 in NCS. These chroma limits
restrict the exemplars to the range of physically realistic pigment
colors. In the figure, the NCS system of proportional primary
mixtures is used to identify the spectral hues; the Munsell provides
a more detailed (although still sparse) partition of the extraspectral
hues.

Figure 12.14 – Color atlas matches for the 18 material hue categories.
(a) The Munsell hue circle and the NCS hue circle, projected onto the CIECAM
ab plane. (b) A Munsell hue circle and the individual exemplars used to
define each hue angle on the CIECAM ab plane.

There is significant variation in the Munsell atlas hue circles
depending on how the exemplars are chosen. Figure 12.14b
illustrates the difficulty of placing the category hue centers (blue
dots) as the average hue angle of the exemplar set (red dots). The
remainder of the atlas, shown as gray dots, displays the curved or
skewed paths of the hue slices across yellows and violets, the large
gaps in green and blue violet, and the irregular clumping of colors
within each hue slice. As a result, different exemplar sets and
different color spaces will result in different hue circles. In
particular, in Munsell the highest chroma colors are not the best
hue exemplars to choose. Several attempts were necessary to find
a satisfactory and defensible solution.

Figure 12.15 – CYMK exemplars for the 18 material hue categories.

I verified the material hues using physical copies of the two atlases.
Borrowing a common method from psychological scaling, I sorted
the pages from Munsell and NCS representing different hue slices
(40 in each system) into 18 hue piles according to Figure 12.14a,
then examined each pile to move any outlier pages into a better
matching category. Then within each pile I selected the
NCS/Munsell pair closest to the center of the hue category. Once
these pairs were confirmed, the pages were photographed under
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45º/0º solar illumination. Finally, the atlases were reassembled by
placing their ring binders side by side and comparing corresponding
pages one more time as pages were replaced in spectral order.
Figure 12.15 presents the photographed central hues for the 18
categories as the CYMK gamut can reproduce them. There is
generally good agreement between systems and good contrast
across the categories.
Comparing two color atlases in this way reveals subtle differences
between them, but also important examples of hue idiosyncrasy
(p. xx). This begins with the specific location of the hue in color
space. As an obvious example, Figure 12.15 shows good hue
contrast within the triplet of hues in the orange, yellow, blue and
violet hue categories, but less variety in the red and green. And
progressing from yellow to red, the hue categories become more
similar. This is partly an artifact of the CYMK gamut, because the
orange to red hue differences appear more obvious in the physical
exemplars. Another obvious idiosyncrasy is that the most
chromatic yellow hues are light valued, while blue and violet hues
are dark.
But the most important hue idiosyncrasies do not appear in the
more saturated colors within a hue, but in the colors that are
lightened or darkened by contrast or whitened or blackened by
pigment mixture. The apparently very different yellow hues are
alike in that darkening the colors causes the color appearance to
change toward a brackish green, while darkening the orange colors
causes them to change into brown. The hue boundary between
these green and brown alterations seems to lie around Y30R/5YR
(orange yellow), and the amount of pigment blackening or setting
contrast necessary to produce the brackish appearance in yellows
decreases significantly from OY to YG: the same GY or Y hue can
appear pure yellow as a monochromatic light but yellow green in
the less luminous material color. A similar shift toward green with
darkening occurs within GB and BG.
Hue transitions are also a facet of hue idiosyncracy. As we might
infer from the GY compression shown in Figure 12.13, the transition
from yellow to green hues is the most abrupt between any
adjacent hues on the hue circle, which means green yellow hues are
often mistaken for yellow green, depending on their chroma. In
contrast, the transition from green to blue is very subtle. There is
also a noticeably poor hue correspondence between Munsell and
NCS across the blue and extraspectral blue violet to red violet hues,
apparently related to the fact that there is no standard method to
generate extraspectral mixtures.
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Color sensation

Finally, both the Munsell and NCS systems show relatively narrower
and more numerous hue categories within two hue arcs, from
Munsell 5RP to 5GY or NCS R30B to G50Y (violet red to green
yellow) and from Munsell 5G to 5PB or NCS B90G to R80B (blue
green to violet blue; Figure 12.14a). This is not an artifact of the
close spacing of the "primary" blue and green or red and yellow
pigments in NCS, because it appears in the perceptually grounded
Munsell system as well. These categories indicate hues that for
some reason produce or require greater hue discrimination, in
contrast to the wide spacing across the greens and violets where
fine distinctions seem less important.

or that colors are just arbitrary codes for photoreceptor impulses.
But this distribution of pigments implies there is a relationship
between color experience and the real space origin of that
experience. This point was already made by Romney and
colleagues, who found in a statistical analysis of material SPDs the
same iconic hue peaks that I identified as the three spectral
segments identified "perceptually" in CIECAM. Romney's analysis
looked at the full array of Munsell atlas samples, while the
pigments in Figure 12.16 indicate that the centuries long
development and selection of artificial pigments has preferred two
spans of the hue circle.

Pigment color

Why do color perception and colored materials have a
corresponding or matching structure between the spans of the
orange and blue edge colors and the density of pigment choices? A
large part of the answer may be that the chromaticity of solar
illuminants represents a frequent and visually distinctive contrast
between orange and blue (Figure 11.16) and the continuous
adaptation between these chromatic extremes throughout
daylight illumination would obviously be an important
environmental constraint on the evolution of color vision.

The color atlases provide a technical and abstract method to
validate the material hue categories, but their artificial uniformity
disguises the relationship of hue categories to natural materials and
everyday objects. These issues are taken up in Chapter 17, but merit
a preliminary look in this survey of the hue circle.

Figure 12.16 – A CIECAM hue circle spacing of 40 commercial pigments or
convenience mixtures.
Outer hue segments repeat the colors from Figure 8.16; inner ring of colors
repeats Figure 12.15. Thin arcs show the range of orange and blue edge
colors; thick arcs show the range of edge colors that produce peak chroma
in their hue.

I assess these relationships using the color appearance of 40 widely
used industrial pigments or artist's convenience mixtures. Figure
12.16 displays the CIECAM hue angle of the pigments projected
onto a hue circle. The circle encloses radial segments identifying
the 18 material hue categories with the nuance color exemplars of
Figure 8.16 and the photographed atlas colors of Figure 12.15. Each
pigment is identified by an approximate CYMK color match shown
in the diamond icon, the pigment CI name (p. xx), and the generic
pigment color name that usually includes a manufacturing hue label
such as yellow or blue. (See Supplemental materials 2: CIECAM
marker pigments.)
The immediate contrast revealed in the figure is between the very
dense pigment representation across the yellow to red and cyan to
blue hue arcs, and the relatively sparse pigment representation in
the green hues and blue violet to violet red hues.
This represents a major departure in our understanding of hue
discrimination. Color scientists may say that color is "in the mind"

Another part of the answer may be that color vision has evolved to
discriminate among reflectance profiles that chemistry, especially
the chemistry found in natural substances, is able to produce in the
greatest variety and chromatic range.
Both the orange and blue hues are produced by SPDs that meet a
very simple reflectance criterion: power at one end of the visible
spectrum must be substantially greater than power in the middle
and opposite end of the spectrum. A very large number of actual
SPDs meet this criterion because we do not care about their
structure outside the visible range. This is also a perceptual
criterion that is entirely satisfied by dichromatic vision.
In contrast, a green pigment must reflect only in the middle of the
visible spectrum, which is a more stringent molecular requirement
that we find almost exclusively in the natural world as the botanical
molecule chlorophyll. This seems to weigh against an adequate
representation in artificial pigments of the green quadrant of the
hue circle. And indeed green pigments are on the whole both dark
and rather dull. Three of the tokens in Figure 12.16, indicated by a
dash ("—") instead of a CI name, are actually convenience paint
mixtures common in art materials, which indicates more pigments
in this range would be attractive if they were available.

Surveying the hue circle
The chemical requirement is even more stringent for saturated
violet pigments or dyes, which must produce reflectance at both
spectrum ends but not in the spectrum middle. A handful of such
compounds are known, for example in the eponymous flowers
violet and fuchsia, but outside a living plant or fresh dye solution
violet hues are often chemically impermanent. Methyl violet (BV3),
as rhodamine violet (PV2) or crystal violet (PV39) are not lightfast,
can be toxic, and are mostly used in medical or forensic
applications. Only dioxazine violet (PV23) has wide use as a
pigment. The handful of mineral pigment alternatives are gritty and
chromatically impoverished versions of the pigments available in
red or blue, and violet is commonly a mixture color.
The blue arc from green blue to blue violet is adequately populated
by pigments, indicating both that the hues are attractive (and
essential for color printing) and can be sufficiently reproduced by
pigment chemistry. However, most chemically feasible and lightfast
dyes or mineral pigments are represented in the diagram,
illustrating the dominance of the phthalo and cobalt pigments, iron
blue, ultramarine (synthetic lapis lazuli) and indanthrone blue. (The
copper pigments are either unattractively dull or impermanent.)
This limited palette implies that the potential of pigment chemistry
is being exploited as far as feasible. Indeed, when a new blue
pigment is discovered, such as Oregon State University's "YInMn
blue", it is given a fanfare announcement.
The real proliferation of pigments is across the yellow to violet red
span. Here there is an astonishing diversity and complexity of color
chemistry to match an enormous range of environmental colors in
earths, plants and animals. The Colour Index, the international
registry of pigments categorized by color and chemical
composition, currently lists about 380 yellow, orange, red or brown
pigments, in contrast to 42 blue, 31 green and 35 violet. Not all of
these pigments are currently in use, but the sheer number of
candidates in the yellow to red color range indicates these hues in
particular are chemically practicable, perceptually distinctive and
either environmentally significant or economically useful, or both.

Warm vs. cool colors
Let's recap the structure of the hue circle as we have gradually
uncovered it. Figure 12.16 summarizes the relationship between
available pigments and the practical interest in manufacturing and
using them, which in turn corresponds to a greater chemical
capability to produce high chroma colors in the yellow to red range,
which matches an increased hue discrimination across the red to
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yellow and cyan to blue arcs documented in Figure 12.14a, which
includes the hues of peak chroma within the hue span of the
orange and blue edge colors in Figure 12.9, which represents the
simplest, pseudo dichromatic contrast possible in both the
reflectance of pigments and the function of color vision. These
overlapping features of the hue circle identify a dimension of
contrast approximately along a 60º/240º hue diagonal. Starting in
the late 18th century, and conventionally since the 19th century,
this has been called the warm vs. cool color contrast.
"Warm vs. cool" been a superficial and confused area of artistic
color theory; there's even indecision about the name of the
contrast, which sometimes goes by the 19th century variant "warm
vs. cold." But four reasons for the confusion stand out. There is
inconsistency in the range hues that are classified as either warm or
cool. The terms "warm" and "cool" can be used as either absolute
or relative color descriptions; "warm" is sometimes described as an
immutable property of hue and at other times a condition of color
that depends on illuminant, distance, context and other setting
attributes. But most important, no credible explanation has been
given for why this supposed contrast has any notable significance.
The two favored explanations have been that warm colors
"advance" in an image while cool colors "recede"; or that warm
colors are intrinsically active, arousing or cheerful while cool colors
are passive, restful or solemn. These explanations do not stand up
to scrutiny.
Goethe speciously attributed the spatial effect to visual association:
"Blue mountains are distant from us, and so cool colors seem to
recede." This prompted John Ruskin to snort:
It is a favourite dogma among modern writers on colour that "warm
colors" (reds and yellows) "approach," or express nearness, and "cold
colours" (blue and grey) "retire" or express distance. So far is this from
being the case, that no expression of distance in the world is so great as
that of the gold and orange in twilight sky. Colours, as such, are
ABSOLUTELY inexpressive respecting distance. It is their quality (as depth,
delicacy, etc.) which expresses distance, not their tint [hue]. (Elements
of Drawing ¶184, 1857)

The problem with visual association is that any color can attach to
almost any object or spatial circumstance: the sky itself may be
violet blue, blue, green blue, light gray, dark gray, white, yellow,
orange or red depending on where and when we look at it.
Joy Turner Luke reprised the associationist theme by suggesting
that the link is between hue and our proprioception of the different
focal adjustments of the lens to long versus short wavelength light:
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Color sensation
All hues cannot be perfectly focused at the same time. The eye focuses
slightly differently on long wavelengths (reds) than on short
wavelengths (blues). The lens becomes slightly fatter and more curved
to focus on red in comparison to when it is focusing on a blue or green. ...
When the eye focuses on nearby objects it makes a similar, but larger,
change than it does when focusing on red; ... the muscles that control
the lens are most relaxed when we gaze off into space. This small
difference in focus may account for the fact that blue and green seem
more relaxing and to recede slightly in space. (The Munsell Color System:
A Language for Color, 1996)

This explanation fails on the ground that we don't experience
chromatic differences in focus. We see a variety of color areas
fused as a single pattern or a single conception of objects in space,
all of them in appropriate focus for their distance. Nor do we have
any significant physical sensation of focal adjustment except when
an object is very close to our eyes. And the difficulty with "slightly
differently" is that it refers to the focal distance inside the eye, not
the object distance to what we see — and that difference is
substantial. If we focus on a grid of monochromatic red light at a
distance of 30 meters, a similar grid of blue light would need to be
only 1 meter away in order to appear in focus at the same time. The
distance implications of accommodation are too extreme to be
ignored.
We never notice this focal disparity because luminance contrast,
not chromaticity, determines object perception, distance focus,
and our interpretation of space. Chromaticity is "colored into" this
dominant luminance sketch and optical defects, including both
lateral and longitudinal chromatic aberration, are "colored out" as
the retinal image is processed by the visual cortex.
What is required by the claim that "warm colors advance and cool
colors recede"? This seems to mean that if we make a notan
pattern using only a warm and cool hue, then the cool color will
recede as the background and the warm color will come forward as
the figure. Alternately, we can make a pattern using the two colors
on a neutral background to produce a three level spatial contrast.
Visually testing this criterion in simple contrast figures and a variety
of colors shows that the warm/cool effect of hue is easily reversible
depending on the relative lightness or chroma of the two colors.
The principle is that light valued, highly chromatic colors are more
prominent visually than dark valued, dull colors (Figure 12.17a). Hue
has almost nothing to do with it, as similar effects can be induced in
achromatic figures, where the white figure not only appears more
"forward" but also may appear slightly larger (Figure 12.17b).

I think the prejudice that hue is involved arose because yellow,
orange and red pigments are the most highly saturated available,
and yellow and orange are the lightest valued, while blue pigments
are mostly dark and only moderately saturated. This was especially
true given the limited selection and chromatic range of 19th
century pigments. The visual impact of the distinctive lightness and
chroma of certain pigments is misconstrued as an effect of their
hue.

Figure 12.17 – "Advancing" colors.
Contrast in lightness or chroma are the principal causes of the "advancing
and receding" color effects; for example, they appear in achromatic
patterns, or patterns composed of the same hue.

If the advancing, receding, arousing, calming effects of color are
only incidental to hue, what effects does this contrast have? Not
attributes of space or mood, but color shifts under light.
The early color writers illustrate these contrasts in the effects of
landscape light (as both Ruskin and Goethe illustrate), and a simple
demonstration is to observe chromatic surfaces under warm
evening sun light or cool noon sky light, or any broadband artificial
lights of contrasting CCTs, and judge changes that result in the
color appearance. This is most effectively done with photographs
using a preset white point near the equal energy illuminant, for
example D55 or 5500K.

Figure 12.18 – Warm vs. cool color contrasts.
(a) Effects of noon skylight (upper left) and sunset solar illumination (lower
right) on material color swatches. (b) The warm/cool contrast in near
neutral colors.

Figure 12.18a summarizes this effect in an image of my mesopic test
chart (Chapter 22) where each color sample, the achromatic
grayscale at the center and the background gray panel is diagonally
divided into the color as photographed under noon skylight or
evening sunlight. This shows the "warm" and "cool" versions of
each color — as always, within the limits of the CYMK gamut.
These color contrasts do not vindicate the art school dictum that
certain colors are inherently warm and others are fundamentally
cool. Instead, it shows that all colors have a "warm" and "cool"
guise that is more pronounced in some colors than in others, and

Surveying the hue circle
produces qualitatively different changes that again depend on the
color. A consistent result is that a warm (low CCT) light enhances
the chroma of colors from yellow to red and reduces the chroma of
colors from cyan to blue violet, while a cool (high CCT) light does
the reverse. The effect is especially large in near neutral colors,
where the illuminant shift can actually reverse the hue from warm
to cool, from yellow to blue, or can shift the hue laterally around
the hue circle, from blue to green, yellow to green, violet to violet
red, and so on. Photographers are acutely aware of these changes,
especially as they can affect the appearance of human skin tones or
product display images.
A second and less familiar effect is that near neutral colors of a
constant chroma (CIELAB C = 3) will still reveal a warm or cool bias
even when the hue cannot be identified as red or orange, green or
blue (Figure 12.18b). This is less true in near white valued or "pastel"
colors where hue differences are slightly more distinct, but as the
colors are darkened into a light value the warm/cool contrast
remains visible after hue distinctions disappear.
Figure 12.19 – Warm vs. cool geometry.
(a) Evolving 19th century interpretations of the warm/cool contrast in
Charles Hayter's Introduction to Perspective (first edition of 1813 and
fourth edition of 1825). (b) Modern "artist's color wheels" resolving the
requirement of a dichotomous split in different ways. (c) A 20th century
interpretation in Joseph Alber's Interaction of Color (1963). (d) The CIECAM
chromaticity diagram oriented so that luminance forms the vertical axis and
warm/cool the horizontal axis.

Given that the warm/cool visual effects are not primarily due to
hue, we'd expect to find confusion as to which hues are warm or
cool — whether they are Ruskin's "reds and yellows" or Luke's
"reds". This confusion has been present from the beginning. The
first edition of Introduction to Perspective, Drawing and Painting by
the 19th century art pedagogue Charles Hayter places BLUE and the
Cold Colours in the top half of his "painter's compass" and centers
the warm hues on a red orange compound (mixture), but a decade
later he places ORANGE centrally and the Warm Colours on the top
(Figure 12.19a).
Hayter's decision to define warm/cool as equal halves of his
painter's compass is still commonly taught today, but this is a
flawed application of geometrical logic — and geometry has a
strangely tenacious grip on color theory. Following this dichotomy,
we might declare all hues from green yellow through violet red are
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"warm" and from yellow green through red violet are "cool." But it
is errant to classify green yellow (Figure 12.20a) and violet red in the
same category of hue when they are also diagrammed as near
complementary colors. The warm/cool contrast is itself
complementary: including near complementary colors within it
confuses the perceptual distinction. Acknowledging this flaw,
modern color theory diagrams push green and violet entirely into
the "cool" side and expand the yellow to red to entirely fill the
"warm" side; or they allow yellow green but not red violet as warm,
or allow red violet but not yellow green (Figure 12.19b).
In the 20th century the iconoclastic German artist and art professor
Joseph Albers limited warm and cool to smaller spans that exclude
both greens and violets as being neither warm nor cool (Figure
12.19c). This more accurately corresponds to the facts. We've seen
that the two edge circuits define the outermost limit of chroma
across large spans of the hue circle, and that chroma and lightness
are the causes of the spatial and mood effects; these spans stand in
a complementary color relationship in both visual and material
color mixture and retain this complementary relationship across
changes in the illuminant.
Alber's scheme can be easily adapted to the CIECAM chromaticity
plane (Figure 12.9), and if we rotate the plane so that the hue
location of the luminance axis is vertical, then the warm/cool
contrast emerges as a second, nearly orthogonal dimension that
represents a fundamental dimension of color vision (Figure12.19d).
This is unorthodox but consistent with the fact that the warm/cool
contrast comprises the many different effects of hue
complementarity, peak saturation, edge color range, enhanced hue
discrimination, pigment profusion and natural illuminant variation.
Dividing the hue circle geometrically grasps at this dichotomy
without capturing it, because the spacing of hues is less significant
than the division of hues. It is this division that produces a
complementary contrast. Looking deeper suggests that the edge
colors define the hue contrasts associated with the variations in
light of a blackbody series, the visible chemistry of many materials,
and the basic distinction between long and short wavelength light
possible with a dichromatic sensor structure. Green light, being
neither long nor short, and magenta, being both long and short,
have no place in this contrast — both of them, in dichromatic
vision, appear neutral or white, and produce the trichromatic
"cherries among leaves" contrast between green and red. The
principle of warm vs. cool is the origin hue contrast in the way color
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vision has evolved to perceive luminance and understand the
world.

The hue circle and color concepts
This chapter began with the pedantic exercise of laying wavelength
markers around the hue circle. Building on this foundation, the
survey has mapped the complementary edge color series, joined
the two edge series through white and black as a single edge color
circuit, used the wavelength limits of these series to define six
iconic colors representing specific spectrum segments, projected
the spectral hue categories onto the material color exemplars of
modern color atlases and manufactured pigments, used these to
identify the perceptual preference for finer hue distinctions within
the edge color spans, and aligned all these features with a
dichromatic and perceptual (rather than geometrical) definition of
the warm/cool color contrast. We have not only surveyed the hue
circle but outlined the buried strata of color perception that shape
the hue landscape.
To conclude, I want to revisit five topics that were only glanced at
in the survey, as these bring out important themes in the
exploration of color experience.

Geometry and color
I take up the problems of color geometry in Chapter 15, but the
mapping of the hue categories and the definition of warm/cool
colors illustrate a few basic themes.
As we saw in Chapter 11, Isaac Newton innovated the convention of
geometrical color diagrams, and there is an unbroken lineage, by
authors who explicitly credit him for the conception, that persists
to the present day. Newton ventured the possible relationship
between color and number, and between spectral intervals and
musical intervals, in the even older tradition of using geometry to
equate number with form. And Newton also lived during the high
baroque era when conceptions of geometry and harmony were
explicitly linked in both in architecture and science, for example in
Johannes Kepler's ideas of the musica universalis (harmony of the
spheres) and his attempt to account for the planetary orbits as
spheres interspaced by enclosed platonic solids.
But are these conceptions useful to our understanding of color? I
think the three drawbacks to this antiquated color theory geometry
are that it misrepresents color relationships, oversimplifies color
perception, and limits our exploratory curiosity.

Color sensation
Common examples of misrepresentation are the many "color
calculators" that identify stereotypical "color harmonies" around
the hue circle. Following a suggestion that originates with Goethe
(Theory of Colours, ¶809), some even have a rotating surface cover,
like the seasonal window on a planisphere, that you can use to "dial
up" any harmonic relationship.
The contrast in the spacing of iconic hues in the UCE and in CIECAM
illustrate that complementary color relationships change in color
vision with modality and with color space we use to define the
complementarity. It is an oversimplification to treat color
relationships as abstracted from any setting, or assume that setting
has equivalent effects on all hues. Figure 12.15 shows that the
change from a warm to cool illuminant affects primarily the chroma
of warm or cool hues, but can greatly alter the hues of violets and
greens. Perceived color relationships emerge out of the setting,
they are not imposed onto the setting. We have rigorous
conceptions of complementary relations because the relations are
usually measured in rigorously controlled experimental settings.
Schoolroom color wheels obscure this remarkable color flexibility.
The hue circle adapts itself using anchor relativity, the setting
principle that any target color is perceived in its relationship to
other colors. We see the hue as a relative mixture or contrast in
context. The uniform 30º increments and constant chroma radius of
the typical color wheel are factitious when compared to the hue
spacing in either Munsell or NCS (Figures 12.13 and 12.14a). Color
perception is inherently flexible, and although it is orderly and
dynamically fluid it is definitely not symmetrical.
One can see in Hayter's two painting compasses how the
geometric impulse calcifies color thinking into rigid simplification,
changing tentative dashed lines into solid boundaries, crucifying
the circle on the trichromatic dogma to create a hierarchy of
primary, secondary and tertiary hues, elevating the warm hues to a
dominant vertical position, and so on.
We no longer think of planetary orbits as necessarily spaced
according to musical intervals or ideal geometrical figures, why are
students still taught to think of color in similarly outdated terms?

Distinctive hue attributes
One point the schoolroom color wheel gets right is that there are
spans of hue with distinctive coloristic attributes. But they are not
the hierarchical attributes of primary, secondary and tertiary colors.
Instead they comprise are the qualitatively specific effects of each
hue in perception, media and esthetic response.

Surveying the hue circle
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Different parts of the hue circle respond differently to contrast or
to mixture with white or black. In particular, the hues from green
yellow to red alter so much when darkened that we have a
completely separate array of color names to describe them: green
gold, ochre, umber, brown in particular. Most people may not even
recognize that brown is actually a dark orange or that raw umber is
actually a middle yellow. Yet there is a sizeable selection of artist's
paints and pigments within this "earth color" range, and this color
palette has been of unique importance in the western painting
tradition from the ancient times through the 18th century, until it
was gradually displaced by the manufacture of more saturated
pigments in the 19th century.

flimsy reliability mean It cannot be determinative in color
experience.

Hues also have unique characteristics in color reproduction. The
chromatic range of some hues can be adequately represented in
the CYMK gamut, but others (in particular violets and yellow
greens) cannot. This kind of gamut relativity extends to other hues
in other gamuts, and is obviously of importance to graphic
designers working across different media or video platforms. Some
hues are extensively represented by pigment chemistry, others are
not. Some hues (blues and violets in particular) are less lightfast
than greens or reds. Some hues produce a more desirable effect as
food colorings, as fabric dyes, as masonry tints, or as cosmetics.
Each hue has so to speak a unique ecology in media, in perception,
in setting effects and in mind: these can only be learned through
experience.

The iconic colors are quite unlike the exemplars offered for the
common color categories taught in schools and assumed in
common speech, are unlike the artistic concepts of colors primary
or otherwise, and indeed are very unlike the unique hues frequently
endorsed as perceptual anchors in the color literature. These
discrepancies merit notice.

Colors certainly have specific effects in fashion, decor and
environments, but color theory has abstracted these as
characteristic mood or emotional color associations. According to
Goethe, who codified this approach, yellow is serene, gay, softly
exciting; blue is gloomy, cold, melancholy; and (my favorite) yellowred [scarlet] is especially pleasing to "impetuous, robust,
uneducated men", children and "savage nations" [indigenous
cultures]. One is coaxed by this kind of confident dogmatism to
ignore the yellow of pus, urine, parchment or bad teeth, or that
sunny yellow is unpopular as an interior wall color. And blue is a
very popular fashion, crafts and decor color despite its gloomy
reputation among color theorists.
There are more reliable associations by cultural convention — red
signifies danger in the USA, spirituality in Russia; white indicates
virginal purity in the USA, death and ghosts in Asia; green denotes
ecological or environmental themes, and so on. This is still a fragile
and culturally contingent kind of lore that is almost always
superseded by context, usage and setting. Its contradictions and

Much more useful is the experience with hues as material pigments
or dyes, for example as an understanding of which specific red and
blue pigments are most useful to mix violet hues, or which hues
have a greater chromatic range in pigments. I recall the advice from
a painter to mix a dull green from black and yellow, or a Marc
Chagall painting where cadmium yellow was used as a highlight in
color areas of yellow ochre. These show an advanced artistic
understanding of the qualitatively unique characteristics of hue.

Biases in hue recognition

Figure 12.20 – Color exemplars.
(a) The new "safety yellow" as an exemplar of iconic yellow. (b) Lustrous
California poppies as an exemplar of iconic orange.

A review amounts to this. Iconic orange is neither orange nor
yellow but poised at the boundary between the two; iconic yellow
is a green yellow beyond even the greenest yellow (lemon yellow)
in art materials catalogs and too green for unique yellow (Figure
12.20). Iconic green contains too much yellow to match the most
common choices for unique green or a typical green; iconic cyan is
entirely neglected in both language, art and color science; iconic
blue is a violet blue approximately matching the pigment
ultramarine blue, quite unlike the conventional definition of a
"middle" blue or the slightly greenish unique blue. Both red and
violet, mainstays of traditional color theory, are included only as
arbitrarily decided mixtures of iconic orange and iconic blue. Only
iconic magenta looks like the color we would expect it to look and
is located on the hue circle where we'd expect to find it. But, like
cyan, it has a relatively modern color pedigree and mostly thanks to
its importance in CYMK color printing.
There are also peculiar asymmetries between the mixture logic of
the iconic hues and their relative importance as colors. Yellow is a
mixture of the orange and green spectrum segments, and has a
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vivid place in a prism spectrum; cyan is similarly a mixture of the
blue and green spectrum segments but is obscure in the prism
spectrum and difficult to materialize as a pigment. We prefer a blue
that is shifted toward the spectrum center as representative of the
blue spectrum segment, but prefer a red that is outside the spectral
range to represent the orange spectrum segment.
These many inconsistencies between a rational partition and
mixture of spectrum segments and the notional anchors of our
color language and perception indicate that we have inherent
biases in our sensory and cognitive representations of color.
An important first clue is that the iconic colors have a very uneven
lexical history. Red, yellow, green and blue are present in Old
English (c.400 CE) as read, geolu, grene and blaw, and they all trace
back to color concepts in proto Indo-European, the root of nearly
all modern European languages. In contrast, orange and violet
were adopted in the 13th century from French color nicety (orenge
and violete). But two hues remained occult until the industrial era,
and spring from innovations in science and industry.
Cyan was coined by the German physiologist Hermann von
Helmholtz in 1853 for the color then known, in its darker form, as
Meergrun (sea green) or in its brighter form as turquoise (borrowed
from Turkish in the 16th century). Magenta was noticed long before
it was named, as the "fiery" extraspectral mixture of orange and
blue light first described by Isaac Newton, as the carmine of papal
vestments, and as the color Runge and Goethe intended by the
term purpur, which Goethe called "the acme [höchste punkt] of
red." A pigment manufacturer needed a name for a novel fuchsine
dye, and chose to commemorate the Lombard town where a battle
was fought and won in 1859 by the Italians against occupying
Austrians. Before that marketing choice, the light valued form of
the color was commonly known as pink. William Benson (Preface,
1868) chose to "use the term Pink, instead of Purple, for the
secondary containing Red and Blue; especially as the colour
commonly understood by the latter contains a great preponderance
of Blue, besides being much too dark." Benson was correct to reject
purple as the name of the intended color, but appropriated instead
the name for a whitened (light valued and desaturated) form of
violet red, rather than "fiery" iconic magenta.
Despite the inference that magenta might result from a balanced
mixture of L and S cone stimulation, in fact an equal response
between the L and S cones produces a red hue, not a magenta (see
Figure 8.9). This "pure" red is perceptually located very near the
long wavelength spectrum limit, and it does not indicate to an

Color sensation
introspective observer a balance between red and violet light in the
same way that yellow indicates a balance between the L and M
cones, or cyan the balance between green and violet light.
The technology of colormatching validates two of the iconic colors.
Monochromatic light at around λ 450 is a highly practical choice for
a blue violet primary, and optimal green at around λ 530 is an
effective green primary. But optimal orange doesn't seem right —
at λ 605, it's not red. It mixes in the way we'd expect of a primary
light, producing with optimal green a brilliant green yellow mixture
absent any blue violet, and in mixtures with optimal blue it makes a
bright magenta absent any green. But it's not red!
I have no explanation for these differences, but it seems to me that
the effects of pigment or exemplar availability, language habits,
economic or symbolic significance and peculiarities of color vision
all play a part. In the hallowed words of all inconclusive research
reports: these are topics that merit further study.

Intuitive hues revisited
Let's conclude this hue survey by circling back to the intuitive color
arrangement in Figure 12.1. Although this is only one color study out
of hundreds or thousands, a comparison with the CIECAM hue
circle has some insights to offer (Figure 12.21).

Figure 12.21 – The intuitive and CIECAM hue circles compared.

First, there is an overall much better fit with CIECAM hue circle than
with the UCS, which is consistent with my claim that our hue
conceptions are anchored in the color display in materials, not in
lights.
I've arbitrarily rotated the CIECAM hue circle by 20º clockwise to
align λ 565 with the intuitive vertical dimension. Discrepancies that
result between the wavelength and intuitive hue angles are
indicated by a line from the intuitive hue exemplar to its
wavelength location in CIECAM and are summarized by an arc
showing the size and direction of the shift.
The rotated alignment effectively eliminates discrepancies in the
green blue to blue span. The figure also shows the expansion of the
spectral hues at the blue end of the spectrum, and the compression
of the green span, that were noted in Figure 12.13. But these shifts
are relatively small and, in combination of the correspondence in
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blue and green hues between UCS and CIECAM, suggest a robust
intuitive stability in perceived hue differences across the cool hues.
In contrast, there is a very large intuitive inflation of the hue
spacing from yellow to red that displaces the hue angle of extreme
orange red by more than 50º. This is a remarkable illustration of the
point that hue differences across this warm span of the hue circle
are more salient perceptually; the figure shows they are even more
exaggerated in rudimentary judgments of color differences. Note
that these color differences are further exaggerated by the change
in color appearance that occurs as orange is darkened into brown,
orange yellow into ochre or umber, and green yellow into green.

Figure 12.22 – Perceptual structure of language labels.
The covert structure of hue categories: edge colors anchored in an
extraspectral hue and a boundary hue; wide span of categories in green;
sensory color centers created for yellow, orange and blue; green affected by
illuminant color temperature.

We can also refer to the actual location of the hue category centers
on the CIECAM ab plane to make some observations about the
material hue labels. The general shape of this denotative tree
corresponds to the chroma limit of 10 in Munsell (Figure 12.13). The
green labels cover a very large span and therefore represent only
very large color differences. Both the warm and cool edge series
are limited at one end by an extraspectral hue (iconic red or iconic
violet) that is perceived as an anchor color center, and at the other
end are limited by a hue that is perceived as a boundary rather than
a color center (iconic yellow and iconic cyan).
On the cool side the concept of blue is the sensory middle between
the color centers iconic cyan and iconic blue (violet blue), but on
the warm side the concept hues are both yellow and orange, and
these represent favored proportions between L and M outputs that
represent category centers; iconic orange represents a category
boundary between yellow and orange, not a category center. This
implies a greater dynamic range in the yellow to red hues, which is
enhanced by the peak chroma around iconic orange. In contrast the
green, cyan, blue and violet color centers are based on
discriminations at lower chroma.
A survey of the hue circle has uncovered several features of hue
that have not received sufficient notice in the past. In particular,
they suggest that the warm/cool contrast does not signify
simplicities such as cheerful/sober but a fundamental contrast
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between hues that are only adequately materialized as pigments
but have a reliable perceptual stability, and hues that can be
profusely generated as pigments, are perceptually very salient and
invite the most refined color discrimination. These are features of
color experience that we must keep in mind as we leave the
domain of color sensation and take up the dynamics of color
appearance.
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